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Symbolic representation in animals:
Emergent stimulus relations in conditional

discrimination learning

THOMAS R. ZENTALL
University ofKentucky, Lexington, Kentucky

When two initially unrelated stimuli are associated with the same event (e.g., many-to-one condi
tional discriminations), an emergent relation can develop between those stimuli, allowing them to
be interchangeable in other contexts. The source of the emergent relation appears to be a common
representation of the two stimuli, and the nature of the representation may be retrospective, involv
ing one of the initial stimuli (probably the stimulus that first enters into association). These emer
gent relations have been implicated in the establishment of stimulus equivalent relations. However,
the failure to find strong evidence for other emergent relations thought to be involved in stimulus
equivalence (Sidman, 1990;e.g., bidirectional associations, transitive relations, and functional equiv
alence associated with one-to-many conditional discriminations) suggests that the mechanisms un
derlying the emergent relations found using transfer designs following many-to-one training are dif
ferent from those presumed to underlie stimulus equivalence. On the other hand, evidence for the
common representation of stimuli associated with the same arbitrary event extends the nature of
those representations beyond those well-established effects found when the common events are bi
ologically important (e.g., the differential outcomes effect).

One of the most important attributes of human com
munication is the ability to symbolically represent stim
uli and responses. The most obvious example of this ca
pacity is human language, in which arbitrary symbols
(words) come to represent, or stand for, objects and ac
tions. When words are assigned to objects, they can take
on some of their characteristics. The words and the ob
jects then come to have similar meaning, such that, for
purposes ofcommunication, the words can substitute for
the objects that they represent. Symbols are not simply
associated with the same response as the objects that
they represent, but untrained emergent relations appear
to develop between the symbol and the object itself.

Such emergent relations can also be demonstrated in
learning tasks with simpler organisms (e.g., rats and pi
geons). For example, when two unrelated stimuli are each
associated with a common event, those stimuli may also
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be treated similarly in other contexts (Honey & Hall, 1989).
An implication of this finding is that the similar treat
ment of the stimuli has caused them to become commonly
represented (Grant, 1982; Urcuioli, 1996; Zentall, Sher
burne, & Urcuioli, 1995). But internal events, such as
symbolic representations, are not directly observable.
Evidence for symbolic representations can be inferred
only after alternative accounts of the data, based on more
direct or more observable mechanisms, have been ruled
out. Furthermore, because it is not always possible to iden
tify all of the alternative accounts, it is important to find
convergent experimental evidence for the hypothesized
relations. Such an approach may not only provide a strong
case for the presence of the proposed emergent relations
but, as we shall see, may also help to identify the nature
of those representations.

COMMON REPRESENTATIONS USING
MANY-TO-ONE CONDITIONAL

DISCRIMINATIONS

The Three-Phase Transfer Design:
Evidence for Concept Learning

Lea (1984) proposed that the formation of a
nonsimilarity-based concept can be demonstrated by pro
viding evidence of an emergent, untrained relation be
tween unrelated stimuli. A procedure that can be used to
provide such a demonstration can be described in three
steps. First an organism is trained to sort stimuli accord
ing to a rule defined by the concept. That is, to all mem
bers of the concept, the organism is trained to make a
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particular response, A, and to all nonmembers of the
concept, to make a different response, B. If such training
results in the formation of a concept, any new response
learned to one or more members of the concept should
also be acquired to the other members. Thus, to deter
mine whether emergent relations have, in fact, developed
among the members of the concept (rather than the ac
quisition of a series of independent stimulus-response
associations), the organism can be trained to make a new
response, X, to one or more members of the presumed
concept and to make a new response, Y, to one or more
nonmembers of the presumed concept. Finally, one can
ask whether response X also occurs to the remaining
members and response Y to the remaining nonmembers
of the concept.

When this general design is applied to the simple case
in which there are only two members and two nonmem
bers of the concept, we may have, for example, Stimuli
A and B associated with Response 1 and Stimuli C and
D associated with Response 2. Ifwe now associate Stim
ulus A with Response 3 and Stimulus C with Response
4, we can ask whether Stimulus B is also associated with
Response 3 and Stimulus D with Response 4.

Such a design was used by Urcuioli, Zentall, Jackson
Smith, and Steirn (1989; see also Urcuioli, Zentall, & De
Marse, 1995). Pigeons were first trained on a many-to
one conditional discrimination (matching-to-sample).
Selection of one comparison stimulus was reinforced
when the initial stimulus (or sample) was either a red hue
or a vertical line, and selection of the alternative com
parison stimulus was reinforced when the sample was a
green hue or a horizontal line. During interim training,
the red and green hues were associated with new com
parisons. After interim training, the pigeons were tested
with the remaining samples (the vertical and horizontal
lines) and the new comparisons. The complete design of

Table 1
Common Coding: Many-To-One Transfer Design

Group Phase I Phase 2 Test

Consistent R~V R~C
G~H G~D

V~V V~C

H~H H~D

Inconsistent R~V R~C

G~H G~D

V~V V~D

H~H H~C

Note-R, red; G, green; V, three vertical black lines; H, three hori
zontal black lines; C, a white line-drawn circle; D, a white dot. All lines
and shapes were projected on a black background. For each trial type,
the first letter represents the sample and the second the correct com
parison. In test, samples from Phase I that were not presented in
Phase 2 were presented with the comparisons from Phase 2, and rein
forced responding was either consistent with or inconsistent with the
presumed common representations. From "Evidence for Common
Coding in Many-to-One Matching: Retention, Intertrial Interference,
and Transfer," P. J. Urcuioli, T. R. Zentall, P.Jackson-Smith, and J. N.
Steirn, 1989, Journal ofExperimental Psychology: Animal Behavior
Processes, 15, pp. 264-273. Copyright 1989 by the American Psycho
logical Association. Adapted with permission.

this experiment (presented in Table 1) includes a control
group for which the tested associations were inconsis
tent with the presumed common representations ac
quired during many-to-one training. Evidence for the de
velopment of an emergent relation between the red hue
and the vertical line samples and between the green hue
and the horizontal line samples came from choice of the
new comparison associated with the red hue when the
stimulus was a vertical line and of the new comparison
associated with the green hue when the stimulus was a
horizontal line. The transfer data from this experiment
are presented in Figure 1.

Wasserman, DeVolder, and Coppage (1992) reported
similar results when the four samples actually consisted
of members of four classes of stimuli (photographs of
flowers, chairs, people, and cars). In the original train
ing, pigeons were trained to peck the top-right response
key when the stimuli were exemplars ofeither flowers or
chairs and to peck the bottom-left response key when the
stimuli were exemplars ofeither people or cars. The train
ing presumably established two higher order categories,
flowers/chairs and people/cars. During interim training,
the pigeons were trained to make a new response (e.g.,
peck the top-left response key) when, for example, an
exemplar of a flower was presented and to make a dif
ferent new response (e.g., peck the bottom-right re
sponse key) when, for example, an exemplar ofa person
was presented. On test trials, the pigeons showed evi
dence of the development of higher order categories by
responding to the top-left response key when an exem
plar of a chair was presented and by responding to the
bottom-right response key when an exemplar of a car
was presented.

The further generality of this phenomenon can be seen
in the results of simple Pavlovian conditioning experi
ments involving only three stimuli (CSs) and two re
sponses or outcomes (USs). Honey and Hall (1989)
trained two groups of rats to associate Stimulus A with
food and Stimulus B with no food. For rats in Group AC,
Stimulus C was associated with food (the same outcome
as A but an outcome different from B), and, for rats in
Group BC, Stimulus C was associated with no food (the
same outcome as B but an outcome different from A).
All the rats were then trained to associate Stimulus C
with shock, in a conditioned suppression design. Finally,
Stimuli A and B were tested for conditioned suppression.
Evidence for development of emergent relations was
demonstrated by the greater suppression of responding
to A than to B by Group AC and the greater suppression
of responding to B than to A by Group Be. Similar re
sults have been reported by Spear and Molina (1987) and
by Spear, Kraemer, Molina, and Smoller (1988) with in
fant rats.

Thus, the transfer design provides clear evidence for
the development ofemergent stimulus relations between
stimuli associated with the same event. The remainder
of this section will describe the results ofexperiments in
which other designs have been used to demonstrate con-
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Figure 1. The flrst 16 trials of Phase 3 transfer following many-to-one conditional
discrimination training and interim training involving one pair of samples and a new
pair ofcomparisons (see Table 1). From "Evidence for Common Coding in Many-to
One Matching: Retention, Intertrial Interference, and Transfer," by P. J. Urcuioli,
T. R. Zentall, P. Jackson-Smith, and J. N. Stelrn, 1989, Journal ofExperimental Psy
chology: Animal Behavior Processes, 15, pp. 271 (Figure 5). Copyright 1989 by the
American Psychological Association. Adapted with permission.

vergent evidence of emergent relations between stimuli
associated with the same event.

InterferenceIFacilitation Design
A variation ofthe three-phase design is the interference!

facilitation design used by Zentall, Sherburne, and Ur
cuioli (1993). Following initial many-to-one conditional
discrimination training, one of the pairs of samples from
original training was associated with new comparison
stimuli. Following acquisition ofthese new associations,
retention intervals were inserted between the samples
and comparisons on each trial, and training was contin
ued until a high level ofaccuracy was achieved on the con
ditional discriminations. On test trials, one or the other
of the remaining samples from original training was pre
sented during the retention interval, and matching accu
racy was compared with that on control trials with no
stimulus presented during the retention interval. The de
sign of this experiment is presented in Table 2.

For pigeons that acquired the original many-to-one
conditional discrimination quickly, facilitated accuracy
was found when the interpolated stimulus was compati
ble with the initial sample on that trial (i.e., in training,
the interpolated stimulus was associated with the same
comparison as the sample). In addition, matching accu
racy was disrupted when the interpolated stimulus was
incompatible with the initial stimulus on that trial (i.e.,

in training, the interpolated stimulus was associated with
a comparison that was different from the sample). These
results are presented in Figure 2.

For pigeons that acquired the many-to-one conditional
discrimination slowly, however, interpolation ofeither of
the remaining samples from original training consis
tently interfered with matching accuracy. These pigeons
treated the interpolated stimuli as if those stimuli were
unrelated to the samples in the context of the new com-

Table 2
Common Coding: Many-To-One InterferencelFacilitation Design

Phase 1 Phase 2A Phase 2B Test

R~V R~C R~C R~C

G~H G~D G~D G~D

V~V R~V~C

H~H G~V~D

R~H~C

G~H~D

Note-iR, red; G, green; V, three vertical white lines; H, three horizon
tal white lines; C, a white line-drawn circle; D, a white dot. All lines
and shapes were projected on a black background. For each trial type,
the first letter represents the sample and the second the correct com
parison. In Phase 28, a 2-sec delay was inserted between the sample
and comparisons. In Phase 3, the delay was filled with either of the two
remaining samples on some trials or remained empty on others. Other
groups received line-sample training in Phase 2 and were tested with
hues inserted during the delay. For halfofthe pigeons, the Phase I line
sample/line-comparison task was mismatching rather than matching.
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Figure 2. Test--trial accuracy on the 2-sec delayed condition dis

crimination for slow learners and fast learners foUowing many-to
one conditional discrimination training and interim training involv
ing one pair of samples and a new pair of comparisons. Test trials
included an interpolated stimulus presumed to have a representation
consistent with the sample (CS), no interpolated stimulus (control,
CT), or one inconsistent with the sample (IN, see Table 2). Copyright
1993 by Psychonomic Society Publications. Adapted from ZentaU
et aI. (1993).

parisons. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis
that these slow learners had not formed emergent rela
tions between samples associated with the same event.

One source of differences in the rate oforiginal learn
ing between pigeons appeared to be the pair of samples
that was initially more difficult to discriminate. Specifi
cally, slow learners acquired the hue-sample/comparison
associations at about the same rate as the fast learners.
However, the slow learners acquired line-sample/com
parison associations significantly slower than they ac
quired hue-sample/comparison associations, whereas
the fast learners did not. This finding is consistent with
the hypothesis that the fast learners were commonly cod
ing samples associated with the same comparison, whereas
slow learners were not. This finding may also help to shed
some light on the nature of the emergent relation-an
issue that will be addressed later.

Partial Versus Total Reversal Design
A somewhat different design that has been used to ex

amine emergent stimulus relations following the acqui
sition of many-to-one conditional discriminations is the
between-group partial versus total reversal design (Zen
tall, Steirn, Sherburne, & Urcuioli, 1991). If emergent
relations between stimuli make them more similar to
each other, it should be relatively difficult to associate
them with incompatible responses. Specifically, if, after
training on a many-to-one conditional discrimination,

one reverses the associations between one pair of sam
ples (e.g., the lines) but not the other (i.e., the hues),
learning should be relatively slow. In fact, reversal learn
ing might be slower than it would be if all four of the
sample-comparison associations were reversed because,
although a total reversal involves the reversal oftwice as
many associations, it also allows the emergent relations
between samples to remain intact (e.g., red and vertical
would still be associated with a common, albeit oppo
site, response, as would green and horizontal). The de
sign of this experiment appears in Table 3.

Results reported by Zentall et al. (1991) were consistent
with this hypothesis. More sessions were required for the
pigeons to reverse the line-sample-comparison associa
tions alone than to reverse the line-sample-comparison
associations when the hue-sample-comparison associa
tions were also reversed. Curiously, the same was not true
for the partial hue-sample-comparison reversal group.
For this group, there was no retardation ofreversal learn
ing produced by reversing only two of the four sample
comparison associations (see Figure 3). This asymmetry
in results has theoretical implications (to be addressed
later) for the nature of the emergent relations that form
during many-to-one conditional discrimination training.
It should be noted here, however, that this asymmetry in
the partial versus total reversal effect rules out an alter
native, and less interesting, account of the effect. Partial
reversals might be learned slower than total reversals be
cause the resulting schedule of reinforcement following
a partial reversal is less discriminable from original train
ing than is the change in schedule associated with the
total reversal. When the pigeons are transferred to a par
tial reversal, the overall probability of reinforcement
would be expected to drop to about 50%, whereas, when
they are transferred to a total reversal, the overall prob
ability of reinforcement would be expected to drop to
near 0%. If detectability ofthe change in reinforcement
schedule were responsible for the partial versus total re
versal effect, however, one would expect comparable re
tardation for the hue-sample partial reversal group and
for the line-sample partial reversal group.

The advantage of a total reversal over a partial rever
sal can also be shown when training involves simple suc
cessive discriminations in which two stimuli (e.g., a red
hue and a vertical line) are trained as appetitive S + s

Table 3
Common Coding: Many-to-One Partial Versus Total Reversal

Phase I Phase 2
All Groups Group Hue Group Line Group Hue-Line

R~C R~D R~C R~D

G~D G~C G~D G~C

V~C V~C V~D V~D

H~ H~ H~ H~

Note-The first letter of each pair represents the sample (R, red; G,
green; V, vertical; H, horizontal), and the second letter represents the
correct comparison (C, circle; D, dot).
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with a dot comparison. The pigeons were then trained on
a simple successive discrimination involving the four
samples from original training. Two of the stimuli were
followed by food (S + s), whereas the remaining stimuli
were followed by the absence of food (S - s). Those pi
geons for which the two S + s (and the two S - s) were
associated with the same comparison during original
training acquired the Phase 2 discrimination signifi
cantly faster than did pigeons for which the two S + s
(and the two S - s) had been associated with different
comparisons. In other words, if the successive discrimi
nation required disruption of the presumed emergent
stimulus relation, acquisition was relatively retarded.
Thus, training with many-to-one matching decreases the
discriminability between samples associated with the
same comparison.

Figure 3. Acquisition (to a criterion of90% correct) of partial re
versal (Groups Hue and Line) and total reversal (Group Hue-Line)
after many-to-one conditional-discrimination training. From "Com
mon Coding in Pigeons Assessed Through Partial Versus Total Re
versals of Many-to-One Conditional and Simple Discriminations,"
by T. R. Zentall, J. N. Steirn, L. M. Sherburne, and P. J. Urcuioli,
1991, Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal Behavior Pro
cesses, 17, p.196 (Figure 1). Copyright 1991 by the American Psy
chological Association. Adapted with permission.

and two other stimuli (e.g., a green hue and a horizontal
line) are trained as S - s. When the outcomes associated
with only the line samples are reversed, acquisition of
the reversal is slower than when the outcomes associated
with hue samples are also reversed (Zentall et aI., 1991,
Experiment 2; see also Nakagawa, 1986).

Sample Discrimination Design
A property of the emergent relation produced by the

association oftwo stimuli with a common event is that an
acquired equivalence of cues should result (i.e., there
should be a high degree of generalization between the
cues that is not based on physical similarity; Hall, 1991).
A corollary of this proposition is that an acquired dis
tinctiveness of cues should result when the two stimuli
are associated with different events (i.e., there should be
very little generalization between the stimuli). One
means of assessing the acquired generalization between
two stimuli is to train animals to discriminate between
them. If emergent relations have developed between two
samples associated with the same comparison stimulus,
it should be more difficult to acquire a simple successive
discrimination between them than between two samples
associated with different comparisons.

Kaiser, Sherburne, Steirn, and Zentall (1997) tested
this hypothesis by first training pigeons on a many-to
one conditional discrimination in which red hue and ver
tical line samples were associated with a circle comparison
and green hue and horizontal line samples were associated

Slope of the Retention Functions
When variable delays are inserted between the sample

and comparison stimuli ofa conditional discrimination, the
slope of the resulting retention function provides a mea
sure of sample memory. Using the slope of the retention
function as a relative measure, sample memory appears to
be affected by a number ofvariables, including the salience,
or discriminability, of the samples. For example, there is
evidence that hue samples are remembered better (or
longer) than are line orientation samples (i.e., the slope of
the retention function on hue sample trials is typically flat
ter than it is on line orientation sample trials; Farthing,
Wagner, Gilmour, & Waxman, 1977; Urcuioli et aI., 1989;
Zentall, Urcuioli, Jagielo, & Jackson-Smith, 1989).

When training involves the many-to-one mapping of
samples onto comparisons and one hue and one line ori
entation are mapped onto the same comparison, how
ever, the slopes of the retention functions for hue and
line orientation sample trials are almost identical (Ur
cuioli et aI., 1989; Zentall et al., 1989). Similarity in the
slopes of the retention functions for hue and line orien
tation samples following many-to-one conditional dis
crimination training (relative to other mapping condi
tions, e.g., one-to-many and one-to-one; see Figure 4) is
consistent with the hypothesis that, under many-to-one
mapping conditions, samples associated with the same
comparison are commonly represented.

THE NATURE OF THE
EMERGENT RELATIONS

Two alternative mechanisms have been proposed to
account for the kind ofemergent relations that appear to
develop between samples associated with the same com
parison following many-to-one conditional discrimina
tion training.

The Prospective Coding Hypothesis
According to the prospective coding hypothesis (Grant,

1982), during conditional discrimination learning, sam-
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Figure 4. Retention test on trials with hue samples and hue comparisons (H-H), hue samples and line comparisons (H-L), line sample and
hue comparisons (L-H), and line samples and line comparisons (L-L). In the left panel, pigeons were trained on many-to-one matching (the
comparison dimension was varied between subjects). In the center panel, pigeons were trained on one-to-many matching (the sample di
mension was varied between subjects). In the right panel, pigeons were trained on one-to-one matching (both the sample and the comparison
dimension were varied between subjects). Adapted from Zentall et aL (1989). Copyright 1989 by Psychonomic Society Publications.

ples are coded in terms ofa future event, the comparison
to which a response will be reinforced. For example, if
presentation of a red hue sample indicates that a re
sponse to the circle comparison will be reinforced, the
red sample will be coded as circle, and, if a delay is in
serted between the sample offset and comparison onset,
the intention to respond to the circle comparison is what
is maintained in memory during the retention interval.
Furthermore, if presentation of a vertical line sample
also indicates that a response to the circle comparison
will be reinforced, it too will be coded as circle. Thus, be
cause the samples are commonly coded in terms of the
comparison stimulus to which a response is anticipated,
the common representation is considered to be prospec
tive in nature.

Support for this prospective coding account of trans
fer effects found following many-to-one matching-to
sample training was reported by Grant (1982). In this
study, pigeons were trained to respond to one compari
son if the sample had been a red hue, food, or 20 pecks
to a white stimulus and to respond to the other compari
son if the sample had been the absence of food, a green
hue, or 1 peck to a white stimulus. On test trials, Grant
(1982) presented each pigeon with one, two, or three
samples associated with the same comparison, and those
samples were either the same (e.g., red-red-red) or dif
ferent (e.g., red-food-20 pecks). In addition, delays of
various duration were inserted between the samples and
the comparisons.

Grant (1982) argued that, if the pigeons were coding the
samples in terms of the correct comparison, the reten
tion functions should not depend on which ofthe three sam
ples was presented or on whether multiple samples were
the same or different. According to Grant (1982), accuracy
should depend only on the number of samples presented
(i.e., the number of times that the prospective code was
generated). If, however, the samples had different repre
sentations, the retention functions might depend on which

samples were presented and whether the samples were
the same or different (under the assumption that different
representations would likely be forgotten at different
rates). Consistent with the prospective coding account,
Grant (1982) found that accuracy was affected by the num
ber of samples presented but not by the sample type.

Stronger support for the prospective coding hypothe
sis comes from research involving many-to-one training,
reported by Grant (1991), in which red hue and food sam
ples were associated with one comparison and green hue
and no-food samples were associated with the other com
parison. Typically, when food and no-food samples are
mapped onto comparisons, one to one, the retention func
tions obtained following training tend to diverge. That
is, matching accuracy on food sample trials is high when
the retention interval is short, but it decreases rapidly as
the retention interval increases, whereas matching accu
racy on no-food sample trials is also high when the re
tention interval is short, but it remains high and rela
tively flat with increasing retention interval. This finding
has been interpreted as evidence that only one of the two
samples is remembered (i.e., food) and a response is made
to the alternative comparison in the absence of memory
for a food sample (i.e., by default; see Colwill, 1984;
Sherburne & Zentall, 1993a; Wilson & Boakes, 1985).
According to this hypothesis, the divergent functions
occur because, on food sample trials, with an increasing
retention interval and loss of memory for the food sam
ple, accuracy would be expected to decline. On no-food
sample trials, however, there should be no memory of a
food sample, either initially or after an extended reten
tion interval. Instead, a default response would be made
in either case, and accuracy should remain high.

With regard to the present discussion, the fact that di
vergent retention functions are found following match
ing training with samples of food and no food has been
taken as evidence that the pigeons are using retrospec
tive rather than prospective codes (Grant, 1991). Presum-
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ably, prospective coding would generate a representation
of one comparison or the other on all trials, and parallel
retention functions would be found. However, unlike
food and no-food sample conditional discriminations,
when hue (e.g., red and green) samples are mapped, one
to one, onto comparisons, the resulting retention func
tions are typically parallel. Grant (1991) reasoned that,
if one pair of samples consisted of food and the absence
of food, but many-to-one training encouraged prospec
tive coding, pigeons should show parallel rather than di
vergent foodlno-food retention functions when tested with
delays.

Grant (1991) first trained pigeons on a hue sample
conditional discrimination with one-to-one mapping of
samples onto comparisons. For the many-to-one map
ping group, he then added food and no-food sample tri
als to the task, so that there was now a many-to-one map
ping of samples onto comparisons. For the one-to-one
mapping group, the food and no-food sample trials were
associated with new comparisons, so there was a one-to
one mapping involving both sets of samples. When re
tention intervals were introduced on food and no-food
sample trials for both groups, the one-to-one mapping
group showed the typical divergent foodlno-food reten
tion functions. As predicted by the prospective coding ac
count, however, retention functions on food and no-food
sample trials for the many-to-one group were parallel.

Prospective coding processes can account for results
of experiments in which transfer procedures have been
used by invoking the notion of mediated generalization
(Urcuioli, 1996). The mediated generalization hypothe
sis is based on Hull's (1939) notion of secondary gener
alization. According to this hypothesis, if two stimuli are
associated with the same response (e.g., S I-Ra and
S2-Ra), the stimuli also acquire the ability to produce
implicit components of that response (e.g., SI-ra and
S2-ra)' Because the implicit responses also have stimu
lus properties (e.g., SI-r-Sa and S2-ra-sa), those stimuli
can then serve as added discriminative cues for other be
havior (e.g., the implicit representations generated dur
ing SI-Ra and S2-Ra training can serve to mediate the
new Sj-Rb association established during interim train
ing). Although Hull conceived of these mediators as
overt fractional responses, whether one can actually ob
serve the mediators is less important than the mediating
relations that they engender (Urcuioli, 1996).

Thus, in the case of many-to-one conditional discrim
ination training, when two samples (SI and S2) are asso
ciated with a response to the same comparison (C I), each
of those samples will come to elicit an anticipation or
expectation of that comparison c l . During interim train
ing involving the association of SI with C 2, SI should
continue to elicit c I' and cI should become associated with
C2. On test trials, S2 should elicit c., and c\ should serve
as a cue to select C2.

The mediated generalization hypothesis not only pro
vides a mechanism to account for transfer effects fol-

lowing many-to-one training (Urcuioli et aI., 1995; Ur
cuioli et al., 1989; Wasserman et al., 1992) but also leads
to the prediction that there should be little or no medi
ated generalization effect when original training in
volves a conditional discrimination with a one-to-many
mapping of samples onto comparisons. Thus, if S I is as
sociated with C I as well as C2, an emergent relation
would not be expected between the two comparisons, be
cause the necessary mediators would not be in place. It
may be that, after acquisition, both C I and C2anticipa
tions are generated by SI' but, at the start of interim
training, presentation ofa new sample (S2) would not be
expected to elicit either c i or c2' Although interim train
ing should establish c I as a mediator for choice of C I'
that representation should not lead to choice of C2when
SI is presented. Thus, mediated transfer would not be ex
pected following one-to-many training.

As predicted by the mediated generalization hypothe
sis, the evidence for emergent relations between com
parisons associated with the same sample following one
to-many matching training is rather weak. Zentall,
Sherburne, and Steirn (1992) reported evidence for faster
acquisition of a total reversal than of a partial reversal
following one-to-many conditional discrimination train
ing, but the effect was not very large in either of the two
experiments reported. Furthermore, in experiments in
which transfer designs have been used, the reported ev
idence for emergent relations has been either very weak
(Urcuioli & Zentall, 1993) or absent (Urcuioli et al., 1995).

The Retrospective Coding Hypothesis
Zentall et al. (1995) have proposed that retrospective

sample representations (rather than prospective repre
sentations of the comparisons) may mediate emergent
relations in many-to-one conditional discriminations.
Although Urcuioli's (1996) model of mediated general
ization is based on prospective representations, any me
diator common to both samples would work equally
well.

The first challenge is to show how a retrospective me
diator that is common to samples associated with the
same comparison might develop. Such a common medi
ator might take the following form: During many-to-one
training, red and vertical samples, for example, could
both be represented as red, and green and horizontal
samples could both be represented as green. If this type
of coding were to occur, then, during interim training,
red samples, represented as red, would now be associ
ated with a new comparison. Finally, because on test tri
als vertical samples should elicit a red representation
(from original training), and red representations were as
sociated with the new comparison during interim train
ing, the transfer results found by Urcuioli et ai. (1989) are
readily predicted.

But what evidence is there for such common retro
spective representations? Representations, by their na
ture, are difficult to specify. It has been proposed, how-
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ever, that one can distinguish between retrospective and
prospective representations by systematically manipu
lating aspects of the samples or comparisons and assess
ing the effects of those manipulations on retention func
tions (Urcuioli & Zentall, 1986). The argument is that
similar representations should result in similarly sloping
retention functions. Given that there is evidence that re
tention functions following hue matching (identity) are
flatter than those following line orientation matching
(see, e.g., Farthing et al., 1977), the nature of the repre
sentation can be inferred by manipulating either the sam
ple dimension (hues vs. lines) or the comparison dimen
sion (hues vs. lines) and determining which manipulation
has an effect on the slope of the retention functions.

In the case of a simple one-to-one mapping design, re
sults indicate that the sample dimension, rather than the
comparison dimension, affects the slope of the retention
functions (Urcuioli & Zentall, 1986; Zentall, Jagielo,
Jackson-Smith, & Urcuioli, 1987; Zentall et al., 1989).
Thus, it appears that retrospective representations of the
samples are maintained in memory during acquisition of
a conditional discrimination involving a one-to-one
mapping of samples onto comparisons. But in the case of
conditional discriminations involving many-to-one map
pings, it is possible that, because there are at least four
samples but only two comparisons, it may be more effi
cient to represent the comparisons prospectively.

Evidence for the retrospective representation of sam
ples following many-to-one training comes from two
sources. First, as mentioned earlier, evidence for the su
periority of total versus partial reversals reported by Zen
tall et al. (1991) was found for the partial reversal group
for which only the line orientation sample associations
were reversed, but not for the second partial reversal
group, for which only the hue sample associations were
reversed. These data are consistent with the hypothesis
that both hue and line orientation samples were com
monly represented and that they were both represented as
hues. According to this hypothesis, the partial reversal
hues group and the total reversal group should have found
the hue reversal to be ofcomparable difficulty. Ifline ori
entation samples were represented as hues, however, it
should have been particularly difficult for the partial re
versal lines group to have learned the reversal, because
they would have had, first, to have learned to represent
the line orientations as lines (rather than as hues) and,
then, to have learned the new associations.

What determines which sample dimension will serve
as the basis for the common representation following
many-to-one training may depend on which of the
sample-comparison associations are acquired first. In
many cases, this would be the dimension involving the
more salient, or more discriminable, stimuli. If, for ex
ample, the hue-sample/comparison associations are ac
quired first, association of the remaining samples (i.e.,
line orientations) with the same comparisons may be fa-

cilitated if they, too, are represented as hues. In support
of this hypothesis, as noted earlier, Zentall et al. (1993)
found not only that fast learners showed emergent inter
ference and facilitation effects and slow learners did not
but also that fast learners acquired the hue sample asso
ciations at about the same rate as did slow learners, but
they acquired the line orientation sample associations
significantly faster than did the slow learners. If the fast
learners represented the line orientations as hues, it would
account for both the absence of faster acquisition of the
hue sample associations and the faster acquisition ofline
orientation sample associations.

The second source of evidence for retrospective rep
resentations comes from research involving conditional
discriminations with samples of food and no food. As
noted earlier, when conditional discriminations involve
food and no-food samples (or any sample dimension de
fined by the presence vs. the absence of an event; see
Grant, 1991; Sherburne & Zentall, 1993b), divergent re
tention functions are typically found on trials involving
the two samples (Colwill, 1984; Grant, 1991; Sherburne
& Zentall, 1993a; Wilson & Boakes, 1985). Further
more, retention functions obtained following training
with the typical hue or line orientation samples are gen
erally parallel. Thus, if one trains pigeons with a many
to-one conditional discrimination involving food and no
food samples and red and green hue samples, the relative
slopes of the resulting retention functions may suggest
the nature of the underlying representations. For exam
ple, iffollowing such many-to-one training the food/no
food sample retention functions are parallel, it might sug
gest that the hedonic samples were represented as hues.
If, however, the hue sample retention functions diverge,
it might suggest that the hues were represented as food
and no food.

Zentall et al. (1995) found that, following training on
a many-to-one conditional discrimination involving red
and green hue and food/no-food samples, retention func
tions involving food/no-food sample trials were diver
gent (as would be expected following one-to-one train
ing with those samples). However, retention functions
involving hue sample trials were also divergent. Fur
thermore, the slopes of the functions on hue sample tri
als were similar to those of their corresponding food/no
food sample trials (see also Urcuioli, DeMarse, & Zentall,
1994), an outcome consistent with the hypothesis that
samples associated with the same comparison were com
monly represented.

How can one reconcile these findings with those re
ported by Grant (I 991)? Grant reported that, following
many-to-one conditional discrimination training involv
ing red and green hue and food/no-food samples, not only
were the resulting hue sample trial retention functions
parallel, but so, too, were the food/no-food sample trial
retention functions. Grant (1991) interpreted his results
as evidence for prospective coding (because divergent



functions were not obtained). He concluded that the ab
sence of divergent retention functions typically seen on
food/no-food sample trials suggested that the food and
no-food samples were not represented in the form of a
retrospective single-code/default strategy but instead
suggested evidence for a (perhaps more efficient) prospec
tive comparison representation.

Reconciliation of Grant's (1991) data with results re
ported by Zentall et al. (1995) and Urcuioli et al. (1994)
requires the careful comparison of differences in the
training procedures used. Earlier, it was suggested that
representations of the more discriminable sample pair
might serve as the basis for representations of the less
discriminable sample pair. Consistent with this hypoth
esis, when pigeons acquire many-to-one conditional dis
criminations involving hue samples and (biologically
relevant) food/no-food samples, the food/no-food sam
ple associations are acquired first. Thus, under these
conditions, divergent hue sample and food/no-food sam
ple retention functions would be expected.

Similar divergent functions were not found by Grant
(1991), perhaps because, prior to many-to-one condi
tional discrimination training, Grant (1991) pretrained
his pigeons with a one-to-one hue sample conditional
discrimination. This pretraining may have ensured that
the pigeons would represent the hue samples as hues.
Then, when the food/no-food sample trials were intro
duced, the pigeons may also have represented the food
and no-food samples as hues because associations be
tween the hue representations and the comparisons had
already been established during pretraining.

But why should a food sample elicit, for example, an
appropriate red representation? One possibility is that,
although food samples initially elicit food representa
tions, prior to acquisition, those food representations are
ineffective cues for comparison choice. Furthermore, oc
casionally, errors may be made in the nature of the sam
ple representations or memory. If, in the case of a food
sample, a red representation happened to be elicited, it
would fortuitously serve as an effective cue for compar
ison choice (established during pretraining). Further
more, it is likely that reinforcement of that choice would
increase the tendency for later food samples to elicit red
representations as well. On other trials during initial
many-to-one training, food samples may erroneously
elicit a green representation, but a green representation
would provide a cue for an incorrect choice, and, thus, it
is likely that the tendency for future food samples to
elicit a green representation would decrease.

Taken as a whole, research with many-to-one matching
to-sample involving one pair of presence/absence sam
ples suggests that Grant's (1991) interpretation may not be
correct. When data from all of the experiments are con
sidered, the retrospective coding of samples provides the
most parsimonious account of the common representa
tions established by many-to-one conditional discrimi
nation training. Furthermore, there is also growing evi
dence that the common representations consist of (or are
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similar to) the earliest established representations that can
serve as cues for comparison choice. Without pretrain
ing, it is likely that this would be the more easily discrim
inated pair of samples or the samples that are most easily
associated with their respective correct comparisons.

THE RELATION BETWEEN COMMON
REPRESENTATIONS AND TEMPORAL

ENCODING

Although the principle ofcontiguity has long been a cor
nerstone oflearning theory, a number ofwell-established
findings has required that it be qualified. For example,
under many conditions, contiguity does not appear to be
sufficient to establish a conditioned response. When a
conditioned stimulus (CS) is presented simultaneously
with an unconditioned stimulus (US), poor conditioning
is typically found (see, e.g., Pavlov, 1927, p. 27). Further
more, the well-established phenomena of higher order
conditioning and sensory preconditioning suggest that
contiguity is not necessary to establish conditioning
(see, e.g., Egger & Miller, 1962).

Temporal encoding theory, proposed by Matzel, Held,
and Miller (1988), provides a representational mecha
nism to account for these apparent failures. According
to this theory, the temporal relation between two stimuli
is encoded along with the occurrence of the stimuli, and
evidence for conditioning (in the form of a conditioned
response, CR) will be found only when the appropriate
temporal relation is established between represented
events. An important characteristic of the temporal en
coding hypothesis is that associations are combined re
lationally to form a kind of temporal map in which com
mon mediators can establish links between stimuli that
have never been presented together. Thus, the temporal
encoding hypothesis can account for the establishment
of associations for which contiguity cannot playa direct
role. In the case of simultaneous conditioning, although
contiguity is sufficient to establish associations between
the CS and the US, it may not be ideal for the occurrence
of the CR.

The power of the temporal encoding hypothesis is in
the rather interesting and, perhaps, counterintuitive pre
dictions that one can derive from it. For example, if, fol
lowing trace conditioning involving CSl~US, one pre
sents CS I~CS2' the temporal encoding hypothesis
predicts that a CS t~CS2~US representation will be es
tablished, and good second-order conditioning should be
found. However, if original training does not involve
trace conditioning (i.e., the US follows the CSt immedi
ately), then, according to the temporal encoding hypoth
esis, the CS2 and US would occupy the same temporal
representation, and evidence for second-order condition
ing (in the form of a CR) should be poorer. These pre
dictions have been confirmed by Cole, Barnet, and Miller
(1995).

Although the Pavlovian procedures used to evaluate
the temporal encoding hypothesis appear to be quite dif-
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ferent from those used in matching to sample, the tem
poral relations are not. In the matching procedure, when
samples from different trials are associated with the same
comparison, they may come to be represented on the
same temporal map. And if they are, they could be rep
resented contiguously, relative to their common compar
ison. If the temporal encoding hypothesis is applied to
the many-to-one matching research described earlier,
given the relationally simultaneous occurrence of the two
samples associated with the same comparison, one might
not expect to find a strong conditioned response as evi
dence of their association. However, when a new associ
ation is established between one of them and a novel
comparison, one might expect to find evidence for the
establishment of an association between the remaining
sample and the novel comparison-and that is exactly
what has been found.

THE RELATION BETWEEN
COMMON REPRESENTATIONS AND

ST~USEQurvALENCE

The term stimulus equivalence has been used to de
scribe formal relations among stimuli involving specific,
untrained, emergent stimulus relations (Sidman, 1990).
For a formal equivalence relation to exist among stimuli,
three emergent properties must be demonstrated: reflex
ivity (identity or sameness; A = A), symmetry (bidirec
tionality or backward associativity; if A = B, then B = A),
and transitivity (mediated associativity; if A = Band
B = C, then A = C). When applied to conditional dis
criminations, evidence for these emergent properties can
be described more specifically.

Reflexivity
Reflexivity, or generalized identity, is demonstrated

most directly when, following training with an identity
matching task, transfer is shown to new (unrelated) stim
uli involving an identity relation. Although evidence for
such transfer has sometimes been modest (Zentall &
Hogan, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1978), when training involves
a large number ofdifferent stimuli (Wasserman, Hugart,
& Kirkpatrick-Steger, 1995; Young& Wasserman, 1997)
or when the novelty ofthe transfer stimuli can be reduced
to avoid potential neophobia (Zentall, Edwards, Moore,
& Hogan, 1981), strong evidence for identity transfer has
been reported.

Symmetry
Evidence for symmetry, or backward associations,

using either Pavlovian conditioning procedures (Spetch,
Wilkie, & Pinel, 1981) or instrumental conditional dis
criminations, is quite limited (Gray, 1966; Hogan & Zen
tall, 1977; Richards, 1988; Rodewald, 1974). In the in
strumental procedure typically used, animals are trained
on a conditional discrimination, and then the samples
and comparisons are exchanged. Although the failure to

find evidence for symmetry under these conditions
could be attributed to an artifact (i.e., the novel locations
of the stimuli on transfer trials), attempts to eliminate
this problem (i.e., by giving the animals experience with
the stimuli in the positions they will occupy in transfer)
have not been particularly successful (Lipkens, Kop, &
Matthijs, 1986; Sidman et al., 1982).

When one of the events entering into the associative
relation is biologically important (e.g., food), however,
better evidence for symmetry has been found (Hearst,
1989; Sherburne & Zentall, 1995; Zentall et al., 1992).
Unfortunately, when biologically important events are
predicted by neutral events, the behavior directed toward
both may be similar (e.g., autoshaping), and the similar
ity in overt behavior directed to the two events may me
diate the symmetry relation (K. J. Saunders, 1996; but
see Hearst, 1989, and Zentall et al., 1992, Experiment 3,
in which overt response mediation cannot account for the
transfer effects found).

Transitivity
Most ofthe research on transitivity in animals has been

done with Pavlovian conditioning procedures. Although
these procedures have been referred to in other terms
(i.e., sensory preconditioning and second-order condi
tioning), the procedures used in these experiments are
logically the same as transitivity procedures. In the case
of sensory preconditioning, for example, if CSI(A) is
paired with CSzCB) and CSzCB) is paired with a US(C),
an emergent relation may develop between CS)(A) and
the US(C). Similarly, in the case of second-order condi
tioning, ifCSj(B) is paired with a US(C) and CS2(A) is
paired with CS)(B), an emergent relation may develop
between CSzCA) and the US(C).

Although there is good evidence for such Pavlovian
transitivity in both sensory preconditioning (Seidel, 1959)
and second-order conditioning (Rescorla, 1980), evidence
for transitivity has been more ephemeral in instrumental
learning tasks. Steim, Jackson-Smith, and Zentall (1991)
found some evidence for transitivity when the mediated
link, B, consisted of food, as opposed to its absence. In
those experiments, pigeons were first trained on a sim
ple successive discrimination (autoshaping) to associate
a red stimulus (AI) with food (B) and to associate a
green stimulus (A2) with the absence of food (B2) . The
pigeons were then trained on a conditional discrimina
tion in which samples of food (B I) indicated that a re
sponse to a vertical line (C) would be reinforced and
samples of no food (B2) indicated that a response to a
horizontal line (C2) would be reinforced. Finally, the pi
geons were tested with red (AI) and green (A2) samples
and a choice between vertical (C I) and horizontal (C2)

comparisons. Food and no food were chosen as media
tors, because it was felt that stimuli that differed in he
donic value would have relatively strong representations.
Although significant transitivity effects were found in
these experiments, the magnitude ofthe effects was small.



More importantly, the choice offood and no food as me
diators may have been ill advised, because, as was true
of some of the research investigating emergent symme
try relations, similarity in behavior in the presence ofthe
initial stimuli (the hues) and the presumed mediators
(food and its absence) may have led to overt response
mediation.

In contrast to Steirn et al.'s (1991) procedure, Kuno,
Kitadate, and Iwamoto (1994) trained pigeons under con
ditions in which overt response mediation was unlikely
because all of the stimulus events were arbitrary (non
hedonic). Although the evidence for emergent transitiv
ity relations that they found was quite modest, it was pre
sumably free from behavioral mediation effects.

Better evidence for emergent transitivity relations in
animals was reported by Schusterman and Kastak (1993).
What distinguished this study from other transitivity re
search with animals was the use of a sea lion as the sub
ject and the large number (30) of potential transitive re
lations tested. Thus, although emergent transitive relations
appear difficult to demonstrate in pigeons, they may
occur more readily in "higher functioning" animals.

Stimulus Equivalence
Sidman (1990) proposed that a single test of stimulus

equivalence could be conducted that incorporated all
three presumed components of the formal definition. Ac
cording to Sidman (1990), if one trained with the two as
sociations needed to test for transitivity (i.e., A-B, and
B- C) and then found evidence for an emergent C-A re
lation, it would demonstrate not only that an emergent
transitive A-C relation and its symmetry relation C-A had
developed but also that an emergent reflexive sample
A-comparison-A relation had developed. Reflexivity
would be demonstrated because positive transfer implies
that test comparison A is the same as training sample A.

Although Sidman (1990) may have been the first to
describe the formal properties of this equivalence test,
Kjeldergaard (1963; see also Jenkins, 1963) proposed a
similar design to assess mediational learning in adult hu
mans. Kjeldergaard also anticipated two other designs
often used in the study of stimulus equivalence: the one
to-many design in which one sample is associated with
more than one comparison (e.g., A-B, A-C) and then
emergent relations between comparisons are tested (e.g.,
B-C; R. R. Saunders, Wachter, & Spradlin, 1988) and
the many-to-one design in which more than one sample
is associated with a single comparison (e.g., A-B, C-B)
and then emergent relations between samples are tested
(e.g., A-C; Spradlin & R. R. Saunders, 1986).

Some evidence for Sidman's (1990) version of stimu
lus equivalence has been found in animals. As an exten
sion of the study already described, Schusterman and
Kastak (1993) subjected a sea lion to Sidman's (1990) test
for stimulus equivalence and found a high level of trans
fer on C-A test trials following training with A-B and
B-C. It is difficult to estimate how many other attempts
to demonstrate Sidman equivalence in animals have
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been made, but one notable failure with a chimpanzee
was recently reported by Yamamoto and Asano (1995).

Research presented in the preceding sections suggests
that there is some evidence that pigeons can show all
three emergent relations defining stimulus equivalence:
reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity. On the other hand,
although strong evidence for reflexivity has been found,
the magnitude of symmetry and transitivity effects re
ported has been relatively small. Furthermore, when one
excludes experiments in which overt response mediation
may have played a role, the evidence is even weaker.
Thus, overall, evidence for the emergence of the compo
nent relations presumed to underlie stimulus equivalence
in animals has not been overwhelming. Nor has there
been extensive evidence for equivalence (as defined by
Sidman, 1990) in animals.

Common Representations
From the standpoint of stimulus equivalence theory

(Sidman, 1990), the weak evidence for symmetry and
transitivity relations in animals is somewhat surprising,
because it has been argued that transfer effects found fol
lowing many-to-one training provide evidence for both
symmetry and transitivity (Spradlin, Cotter, & Baxley,
1973; see Sidman & Tailby, 1982, for a similar analysis
of transfer effects following one-to-many conditional dis
crimination training). For example, if samples A and B
are both associated with comparison C, an emergent re
lation between A and B must be mediated by C (transi
tivity), and, because the C-B association was not trained,
a backward association from C to B must also be present
(symmetry). Clearly, strong emergent relations can be
demonstrated in animals following many-to-one condi
tional discrimination training, as is shown by results of
the experiments described in the section on common rep
resentation effects. Thus, it is unlikely that those rela
tions are based on a combination of both symmetry and
transitivity relations.

On the other hand, unlike the transfer design used in
the pigeons research, in the procedure used by Spradlin
and R. R. Saunders (1986), the critical test consisted of
presentation of one of the presumed equivalent compar
isons as a sample and of the other as one of the compar
isons. This procedure is quite different from the transfer
design used with animals. In pigeons, evidence for emer
gent relations following many-to-one training appears to
depend on designs in which the samples and compar
isons from training retain those functions during test.

K. 1. Saunders (1996) has come to the same conclu
sion, although, according to her analysis, when emergent
relations develop following training and test involving
unidirectional procedures (i.e., procedures in which the
samples and comparisons remain in their respective roles),
the transfer effects found may be attributable to overt re
sponse mediation. As noted earlier, response mediation
may, in fact, be present when differential behavior either
is trained or occurs through pairing with different hedo
nic events (e.g., the presence vs. the absence of food).
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However, for cases in which all of the stimuli are nonhe
donie (e.g., hues and shapes), this hypothesis is less sup
portable. Furthermore, as with early attempts to account
for all learning in terms of overt behavior (Guthrie, 1935;
Skinner, 1938), this hypothesis may not be falsifiable,
because one can always posit the presence of residual
differential behavior, even when no direct evidence for
such overt mediators can be found. However, in the ab
sence of overt response mediation, it would seem quite
arbitrary to distinguish between mediators based on hy
pothetical differential responding and mediators based
on hypothetical differential stimulus representations.

Many-to-One Versus One-to-Many Training
Sidman's (1990) analysis of stimulus equivalence is

further challenged by differences in the results ofexper
iments involving one-to-many training and those involv
ing many-to-one training with animals. In principle, ac
cording to stimulus equivalence theory, the development
of emergent stimulus relations following one-to-many
training (Sidman & Tailby, 1982) should be similar to
that following many-to-one training (Spradlin et al.,
1973). Ifsample A is associated with comparisons Band
C, an emergent relation between Band C should de
velop, because A can serve as a mediator (transitivity)
and the association between B and A would be based on
a backward association (symmetry). But as noted earlier,
although strong evidence for emergent relations has
been found following many-to-one training, the evi
dence for similar emergent relations following one-to
many training has been weak or absent. Apparently,
many-to-one training establishes emergent relations that
are different, certainly in magnitude but probably also in
kind, from what develops during one-to-many training.

According to the present analysis, what distinguishes
many-to-one from one-to-many training are the pre
sumed common representations that can mediate the
sample-comparison associations in the many-to-one de
sign but not in the one-to-many design (see Urcuioli,
1996). If common representations can mediate transfer
found following many-to-one training but not following
one-to-many training, the difficulty in finding evidence
for symmetry and transitivity should not be surprising.

In the case of tests for symmetry, whatever mediators
are generated by presentation of a sample would be ex
pected to be absent when samples and comparisons are
interchanged. In the case of tests for transitivity, how
ever, the possibility of a mediational account may be
more promising. Using the Steirn et al. (1991) design de
scribed earlier, in Phase I, red hue samples are followed
by food. Thus, presentation of a red hue might result in
the anticipation (or prospective representation) of food.
In Phase 2, the actual presentation of food is associated
with choice ofa vertical line comparison. Finally, on test
trials, presentation of a red hue stimulus is followed by
a choice between vertical and horizontal lines. For such

a mediational process to predict transfer effects would
require not only prospective coding during original train
ing but also the ability of a prospective representation of
an event to substitute for the event itself.

Hall (1996) has recently suggested just such inter
changeability between a representation (or image) of an
event and the event itself. Hall (1996) proposed that, in
the case of a one-to-many conditional discrimination,
presentation of the sample should simultaneously acti
vate representations of both potentially correct compar
isons. Hall's (1996) prediction is that there should be ev
idence of such emergent relations between comparisons
associated with the same sample, either following in
terim training with a new set of samples and one pair of
comparisons from original training (see Urcuioli & Zen
tall, 1993; Urcuioli et al., 1995) or when members ofone
pair ofcomparisons from original training are presented
as samples (on successive trials) and the remaining com
parisons are presented as comparisons (Sidman, 1971).
Although evidence for such emergent relations follow
ing one-to-many conditional discrimination training is
relatively weak in animals, Hall (1996) suggests that the
three-phase interim-training design used in that research
may have required a more complex chain ofassociations
than the simple design used by Sidman with children (in
which one of the original comparisons replaced the sam
pie). When Hall, Ray, and Bonardi (1993) tested for the
presence of emergent relations following training with a
Pavlovian version of the one-to-many design, evidence
comparable with that found with an analogue of the many
to-one procedure was found (see also Bonardi & Hall,
1994; Bonardi, Rey, Richmond, & Hall, 1993).

But if representations can substitute for the actual
events, there should be stronger evidence for both tran
sitivity and symmetry in animals. Hall (1996) suggests
that the relatively poor evidence for transitivity in ani
mals may be attributable to the fact that the samples are
generally turned off before the comparisons are turned
on. When the samples and comparisons remain presented
together, Hall (1996) suggests that backward associa
tions (between the initial link comparisons and samples)
are permitted to form. If A-B training results in the for
mation ofB-A associations, then, together with later B-C
training, the resulting design would be similar to one-to
many training. In the case oftests ofsymmetry, too, sam
ples and comparisons have been interchanged following
conditional discrimination training in which samples are
turned off before comparisons are turned on.

But the associative processes involved when samples
and comparisons are presented simultaneously may be
quite different from those proposed here. Under condi
tions of simultaneous presentation, it is possible that the
sample and correct comparison can become a compound
stimulus, and associations between them (e.g., within
event conditioning; Rescorla & Durlach, 1981) would be
expected. Such associations would be quite different
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from the emergent backward associations posited to de
velop when comparison presentation follows the offset
of the sample.

At a more intuitive level, it seems to be unlikely that
Hall's (1996) hypothesis that representations can substi
tute for the events themselves is correct. This deficiency
can best be seen by considering the functional difference
between food and its representation. For example, it would
be surprising if the anticipation of eating would readily
substitute for actually having eaten. If anticipations and
the events themselves were interchangeable, one might ex
pect those anticipations of food to interfere with further
responses necessary to obtain food.

Notwithstanding Hall's (1996) attempts to account for
the weak emergent relations typically found in animals
on symmetry and transitivity tests and on tests following
one-to-many conditional discrimination training, these
results, together with the strong evidence ofemergent re
lations typically found following many-to-one condi
tional discrimination training, suggest that representa
tions do not readily substitute for the events themselves.
Instead, a more parsimonious account ofall of these data
suggests that internal representations can enter into as
sociation with multiple stimuli and, thus, can function
as a common node resulting in the development of un
trained relations among those stimuli.

The superiority of emergent stimulus relations fol
lowing many-to-one training, relative to tests of symme
try and transitivity, also has implications for the nature
of the representation. For a transitive relation to be es
tablished, it must be the case that the initial link (A-B)
in the relation involves a prospective representation of
the middle term (B) that then substitutes for the actual
initial event in the second link (B-C). Earlier, however,
it was suggested that many-to-one matching established
retrospective representations of one of the samples as a
common mediator. Thus, the stronger evidence for trans
fer following many-to-one training than for that follow
ing transitivity training suggests that, in addition to the
greater similarity between representations following
many-to-one training, it may also be the case that those
retrospective representations are stronger or more easily
developed than are the prospective representations needed
for transitive relations to be established.

It is now becoming clear that the way in which ani
mals typically use common representations (e.g., fol
lowing many-to-one matching-to-sample training) sug
gests that those relations are different from the relations
that define stimulus equivalence. According to the the
ory of stimulus equivalence, stimuli that are members of
an equivalence set should be interchangeable in other
contexts. When stimuli are commonly represented, how
ever, the conditions under which one stimulus can be
substituted for another should be more limited. K. 1.
Saunders (1996) has suggested that most of the findings
in which emergent stimulus relations have been found in
animals have been limited to unidirectional procedures
potentially involving response-mediated transfer. An im-

portant exception is the many-to-one conditional dis
crimination transfer design in which it is not likely that
response mediation plays an important role. However,
two apparently critical aspects of that design are that the
associations are unidirectional (symmetry relations or
backward associations are not presumed to be involved)
and that, unlike the transitivity design, the transfer de
sign does not require that the animal substitute a repre
sentation of an event for the event itself.

Although the effects of mediation through common
representation may not be the same as stimulus equiva
lence effects, one should not underestimate the implica
tions of evidence of the generation of common repre
sentations for a general theory oflearning. Ifanimals can
substitute the representation ofa particular arbitrary stim
ulus for that of another, quite different arbitrary stimu
lus, it suggests that animals have a remarkably flexible
capacity for representing or coding stimuli.

CONCLUSIONS

The law of effect does not address the relation of the
nature of the outcome (reinforcer or punisher) to the na
ture of the association that it presumably strengthens or
weakens (Thorndike, 1911). We now know that learning
is not only affected by the valence of the reinforcer but
both by its compatibility with the events that precede it
(Garcia & Koelling, 1966; Seligman & Hager, 1972) and
by the discriminative stimulus value of its anticipation
(i.e., the differential outcomes effect; Trapold, 1970).
When two stimuli are associated with the same outcome,
they can often be substituted for one another in other
contexts (Edwards, Jagielo, Zentall, & Hogan, 1982; Pe
terson, 1984). This acquired equivalence effect, based on
common outcomes, greatly expands the flexibility of or
ganisms to categorize events according to their hedonic
meaning and to use internally generated outcome repre
sentations as discriminative stimuli (Sherburne & Zen
tall, 1998).

The kind of emergent relations demonstrated follow
ing many-to-one matching adds a level of abstraction to
categorical flexibility. Not only do emergent relations
develop between stimuli associated with the same out
come, but they can develop between stimuli associated
with the same nonhedonic stimulus as well. Thus, stim
ulus representations in animals are not limited to bio
logically important events (e.g., food) but appear to in
clude quite arbitrary events (e.g., hues and shapes). The
fact that pigeons are capable of this level of flexible rep
resentation suggests that animals have considerably
more cognitive (representational) capacity than has tra
ditionally been assumed.
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